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Programme Secretary’s Report.

We had a successful year in 2016, including both varied talks and workshops. We introduced a 
meeting in July where Ann Baseden talked about her experience at summer school. I have had 
much good feedback about Ann’s contribution and thank her for her courage in standing up to do a 
presentation. Another highlight was the talk given by Lauren Ferrero on textile archaeology. It is 
hoped that once she completes her PhD, we will invite her back to continue. Regrettably, whilst the  
talk given by Jacqui Carey on Kumihimo braid was truly inspirational, the workshop was only 
attended by a few, but who nevertheless enjoyed their day. I aim to get the signing lists out earlier 
where possible so that we can assess in future whether a workshop is viable or not. I would also 
urge members to consider participating in workshops outside their area of expertise where possible 
and have a taster of new skills. I understand that a few “non-weavers” did this at Ritta Sinkkonen- 
Davies’ day and were inspired.

In the middle of the year we heard Amanda Hannaford talk of her intrepid (my description not hers) 
journey to Afghanistan teaching spinners of cashmere. Amanda has recently visited Tibet and I 
hope to ask her back in 2018 to speak on that subject.

I would like to thank all of our speakers on behalf of the Guild and encourage members to attend 
even unlikely sounding talks as you never know what might instruct, inspire and inform.

The programme is now booked for 2017. I have included several speakers who have been 
requested by members. I have not received all of the contracts and titles of talks yet, so some of 
the titles I give are just for guidance. As soon as I have finalised details I will put the programme 
onto the Guild website.

Programme for 2017:
Jan Skills Day
Feb Sharon Kearley Talk and demonstration The action and interaction of yarns (and the 

effect this has on woven cloth.)
Mar Caroline Bell Talk and ? workshop Title tbc. Caroline is a textile artist who dyes 

her yarns and textiles.
Apr Richard Warren Talk Castlemilk Moorits and Conservation in Dorset
May Sarah Bramwell Talk and morning workshop Title tbc Bead weaving
Jun Laura Thomas Talk Breaking the rules in weaving
Jul Teresinha Talk From Angora to Yak
Sept Woodland Turnery Talk , demonstration

and morning wheel surgery Spinning a Yarn
Oct Open Day
Nov AGM

NB the talk by Woodland Turnery has been swapped with the Open Day owing to problems with 
availability.

Jean Thorn.

Certificate of Achievement.

We have had another good year and one member successfully submitted her work at the Guild 
Exhibition at Killerton House. Congratulations, Helen, you passed! It takes a lot of courage to be 
the first. Those of us who did not submit this year are hoping to do so next year at the Summer 
school in Hampshire.



We have continued with our programme of supporting each other in learning; and highlights were a 
trip to see Richard’s Castlemilk Moorits, Amanda Hannaford’s workshop on spinning cashmere and 
the trip to Whitchurch Silk Mill, the National Needlework archive and Stanley Spencer’s work at 
Sanham Memorial Chapel (just because we were there). We shared this outing with Guild 
members from around Dorset and a good time was had by all .

Thanks once again to all who support us with their expertise and knowledge and thanks to the 
group members who continue to make belonging to this group a really special experience. I am 
sure I speak for all when I say that we have all learned a great deal from our times together and 
will continue to improve our skills as we go along.

Jean Thorn.


